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I read that the DOE approved a Presidential Permit for the Northern Pass Project. The project has been rejected  

by the majority of NH Residents, for too many reasons to name here. How on earth can a project like NP be  

considered, besides for financial gain for a selected few. I live and own a business in the North Country.  

TOURISM is what makes the world go around up here, hands down!! There is absolutely NO benefit for the vast  

majority of NH Residents, yet so much to lose. We have an obligation to future generations to protect our land  

and livelihood. The NH White Mountains are known world wide for their unmatched beauty. We enjoy a unique  

landscape, untouched by the scars of urban areas and suburbs. Should NP go through, we will watch our beloved  

land be trashed by towers and we will turn into "anywhere USA", not the NH that we are so proud of! The thought  

of this type of project is such an insult on all aspects of our lives, our towns, our views, our land, our property  

values, our businesses and especially the belief that the "powers to be" in Concord are looking out for our best  

interests, not for corporate best interest and $$$ going to something/someone besides the State of NH. I have  

been to a number of meetings and have seen the opposition. You have toured the route and have seen the  

areas that will be impacted. I hope that the committee can vote with all of the knowledge that you have gained  

while studying the project and think of the future generations and the absolutely unique land and citizens that make  

up NH. Let's not let Hydro Quebec and Eversource determine our future. We can "make a living" without them  

and remain intact, proud of where we live and who represents us. Be strong! 

  

 


